The Future is You

Committees

Worksheet

Watch the [Committees](#) video and fill in this worksheet.

1. Name one thing that Committees do?

2. Who might Committees ask about a subject they are investigating?

3. Who are the members of a Select Committee?
   1. Members of both the Dáil and the Seanad
   2. Members of either the Dáil or the Seanad
   3. The President and members of the public

4. Think of an issue in your school that needs careful consideration and study.
   This could be a problem that needs to be solved or a change that some people might want.
   If you formed a Committee to study the issue, who would the members of the Committee be and who would they ask to talk to them about it?
   
   My issue is…

   My Committee members would be…

   The Committee would ask advice of…